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SUMMARY OF THE MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MSIs TO PROTECT AND
PROMOTE HUMAN RIGHTS*
Core Elements

Topics

Rationale

Summarized Minimum Standards

Standards

Sufficiency

The MSI’s standards are the
requirements placed on its targeted
actors (TAs). The TAs of an MSI are
ordinarily governments or companies.
Standards must be mandatory and
clearly expressed in specific terms,
and should refer to international
law where relevant. If standards are
voluntary and vague it is difficult
to assess if TAs are changing their
behavior and meeting the goals of
the MSI.

FYc`^XkfipjkXe[Xi[jn`k_X
clear timeline for compliance
M\i`ÓXYc\jkXe[Xi[jk_XkXi\
specific and objective

Implementation

Incentive
Regime

To maximize the potential of the
MSI to cause industry-wide change,
TAs should be encouraged to join
the MSI, and motivated to comply
with standards. While having an
incentive regime (e.g. product certification or labeling) is not critical, to
advance the protection of human
rights any such regime must be
based on verified compliance and
continuous improvement with MSI
standards through independent
and ongoing evaluation.

If an incentive regime exists:
I\hl`i\d\ekj]fiaf`e`e^k_\DJ@
are different from requirements to
receive the benefit of the incentive
regime
I\hl`i\jm\i`Ó\[Zfdgc`XeZ\
with MSI standards to receive
incentives, based on an independent
and ongoing evaluations assessing
compliance with standards. (see
below)

Implementation

Monitoring:
Evaluations

TAs should be regularly monitored to
ensure they are meeting MSI standards, as this promotes compliance and accountability. The monitoring system must be rigorous
and comprehensive. To ensure the
most accurate information, evaluators should be qualified and independent, and required to conduct
on-site evaluations that involve
frank interviews from a range of
stakeholders. Evaluations that are
desk-bound or conducted under
the control of the TA lack credibility
and may fail to detect breaches of
the MSI’s standards. Protection
against reprisals ensures that interviewees are able to provide candid
feedback, and ensures the integrity
of the monitoring system.

tRegular and standardized evalu-

ations conducted by an independent external evaluator are mandatory for all TAs
Gfc`Z`\jkfgi\m\ekZfeÔ`Zkjf]
interest between the evaluator and TA
DJ@gi\jZi`Y\jdXe[XkfipXe[
standardized evaluationprocedures that:
o Permit direct stakeholder input
o Require on-site visits
o Require interviews
o Include measures to prevent
reprisals against interviewees.
 Evaluators report on compliance and
discuss incidents of non-compliance
with every MSI standard
I\jlckjf]k_\\mXclXk`fe
provided directly to the MSI, with
a comment period for TAs
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Implementation

Monitoring:
Reporting

Another form of monitoring compliance is through reporting from the
TA to the MSI or public regarding
compliance and implementation of
MSI standards. Internal reporting
improves internal dialogues and
increases internal accountability
structures. Where the MSI or TA
publicly reports on compliance
and performance, this provides
for greater external and internal
accountability, while acknowledging
TAs who meet or exceed MSI
standards. To preserve the integrity
of the MSI, there should be policies
preventing TAs from claiming to
be in compliance with standards, if
this has not been verified.

K8ji\^lcXicpi\gfikkfk_\DJ@
or public on compliance with and
implementation of standards,
including specific breaches of MSI
standards
DJ@i\^lcXicpi\gfikjglYc`Zcp
on TA compliance with and implementation of standards, including
specific breaches of MSI standards
K8jgif_`Y`k\[]ifdZcX`d`e^
compliance with standards without MSI verification

Implementation

Grievance
Mechanisms

Grievance mechanisms provide a
means for affected stakeholders
to hold TAs to account for alleged
violations of human rights or MSI
standards. In addition to providing
redress, they may capture and correct violations of standards that were
not detected by an MSI’s monitoring
systems. To be effective, grievance
mechanisms must be accessible,
transparent, predictable, equitable,
legitimate and rights-compatible.

DJ@j_flc[i\hl`i\k_XkXep
operational-level complaint mechanisms include independent decision-makers. The MSI should have
the power to intervene or hear
complaints if they are not resolved
after a specified time
DJ@_Xj`kjfne^i`\mXeZ\d\Z_anism that is accessible by multiple forms of filing

While it is not necessary to require
TAs to have operational-level grievance mechanisms, MSIs should also
ensure that any mechanisms established by TAs to address breaches
of MSI standards or relevant human
rights standards are adequate. MSIs
should have the power to safeguard
the integrity of hearings regarding
the application of MSI standards.
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D\dY\ijXe[Xù\Zk\[Zfddle`k`\j
are permitted to file grievances to the
MSI
K_\jpjk\dXccfnjZfdgcX`eXekjkf
remain anonymous to the TA against
whom the complaint is made where
appropriate
:fdgcX`eXekjZXe[\j`^eXk\Xe
advocate or representative
N_\i\ZfdgcX`eXekjXi\gifm`[\[
with an advocate, there are measures to
Xmf`[ZfeÔ`Zkjf]`ek\i\jk
8ggf`ekd\ekgifZ\jj]fi`e[\g\e[\ek
decision-makers is transparent and
ZfekX`ejXZfeÔ`Zkf]`ek\i\jkgfc`Zp
K_\[\Z`j`fe$dXb`e^gifZ\jj`j
clear and transparent, with timeframes for resolving complaints
K_\eldY\if]ZfdgcX`ekjÓc\[
and resolved is published
F÷Z`Xc[\Z`j`fejXi\glYc`j_\[
:fddle`ZXk`fen`k_ZfdgcX`eXekj
at each step of the process
>i`\mXeZ\jXi\\mXclXk\[X^X`ejk
MSI standards
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Implementation

Accountability
Mechanisms

There should be clearly defined
obligations on TAs, and clearly defined
processes for imposing specified
sanctions if those obligations are not
met. Without mechanisms to hold
members who breach standards
accountable, the MSI lacks the means
to protect and promote human
rights. MSIs should have recourse
to a range of defined sanctions that
are effective in enforcing compliance
and thus promoting change. Where
members are in noncompliance,
this should be publicly disclosed
to ensure the credibility of the MSI
and deter others from breaching
standards or rules. The process of
ensuring accountability and imposing sanctions should be transparent
to promote internal accountability.

DJ@_Xjk_\gfn\ikfjXeZk`feK8
for non-compliance with standards,
failure to report to the MSI, upheld
grievances and issuing unauthorized statements of
compliance
DJ@_XjXiXe^\f][\Óe\[jXeZk`fej
available, including suspension or
expulsion
DJ@_XjXZc\XigifZ\jj#`ecluding timeframes, for imposing
sanctions
DJ@glYc`Z`q\j`eZ`[\ekjf]
non-compliance
If recommendations are provided
by the MSI to TAs:
DJ@[\j`^eXk\jk`d\c`e\]fi
compliance and a process

Implementation

Systems
:fdgXe`\jfi^fm\ied\ekjdXp
Development & have to make significant adjustments
Fg\iXk`feXc`qXk`fe to their previous practices in order
to best protect and promote human
rights. MSIs should facilitate the
development of internal policies or
systems that will lead to institutional
change. This may range from requiring senior management to consider
human rights issues, through to
developing operational-level policies.

DJ@i\hl`i\jK8jkfZ_Xe^\
mandatory policies, procedures
or contracts to comply with MSI
standards

Implementation

Programs and
Flki\XZ_

DJ@_Xjk_\gfn\ikfjXeZk`feK8
for non-compliance with standards,
failure to report to the MSI, upheld
grievances andvissuing unauthorized
statements of compliance.
DJ@jgfejfijflki\XZ_gif^iXdj
to non-members
DJ@fù\ijcfZXcflki\XZ_gif^iXd
in an affected community to local
groups using targeted information
in the local language
DJ@fù\ij`e]fidXk`fei\cXk`e^kf
businesses, products and services
of TAs that are in compliance with
MSI standards

Many stakeholders outside of the
MSI may not be aware of the MSI. In
particular, rights-holders may not be
aware of the possible human rights
protection that the MSI may afford
them. MSIs that reach out to affected
communities and other non-members to inform them about the MSI
and opportunities for involvement
may experience improved participation levels and improved community
acceptance.
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Implementation

Stakeholder
Learning and
Engagement

Fe\f]k_\Zi`k`ZXcY\e\Ókjf]DJ@j`j
that they offer a space for stakeholders to interact and share knowledge,
best practices and experiences.
While not necessary, if utilized these
programs should benefit all stakeholders and include carefully tailored
confidentiality that allows participants
to be candid in their discussions.

If a learning program exists:
8ccjkXb\_fc[\id\dY\ijXi\
able to participate
C\Xie`e^gif^iXdXZk`m`kp_Xj
space for confidential discussions

Stakeholder
Involvement

Including diverse stakeholders with
equal voices maximizes the diversity
of skills, resources and values in an
MSI. See the importance of including
affected communities below (pg 7).
The different impacts and human
rights concerns of different geographic regions, indicates the need
for geographic diversity to ensure
that all regions where the MSI’s
standards are applied are included.
E>FgXik`Z`gXk`fedljkY\j\\eXj
]i\\f]`eÔl\eZ\]ifdK8Êj%

Interal
Governence

Ensuring that global or regional MSIs
also includes local actors, particularly from the regions where an
MSI’s standards are applied, not only
increases local ownership and but
also increases awareness of the MSI’s
actual impact on human rights and
other issues.
Internal
Governence
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Funding and
Resources

Publishing detailed financial reports
that demarcate expenditure on implementation and non-implementation
activities enables external scrutiny
of whether the MSI spend its money
prudently and also increases external
accountability. Like any non-profit organization, to be effective an MSI should
maximize the proportion of expenditure
that it allocates to implementing its
standards and activities. A strong funding base is encouraged to ensure that
the MSI can make long-term strategic
decisions and be sufficiently resourced
to implement them. However, any funding system must be transparent and
allow for equitable participation from
all members, particularly those with
limited financial resources.

I\gi\j\ekXk`fe]ifdK8j#Z`m`cjfZ`ety and affected communities
@emfcm\d\ekf]Xkc\Xjkfe\f]\XZ_
stakeholder group, including affected
community, from each geographic
region where the MSI’s standards
apply
8kc\Xjkfe\eXk`feXcficfZXc
E>FXe[Zfddle`kp]ifd\XZ_
geographic region where the MSI’s
standards apply
E>FjXe[Xù\Zk\[gfglcXk`fej
do not have a reduced ability to
participate in the MSI
:feÔ`Zkf]`ek\i\jkgifm`j`fej]fi
E>Fji\^Xi[`e^i\cXk`fej_`gjn`k_
TAs

DJ@glYc`j_\jÓeXeZ`Xci\gfikj
that list categories of expenditure,
including proportion spent on administration and implementation
DJ@jg\e[jdfi\k_Xefe\$k_`i[
of its budget on implementation
;`ù\i\ekd\dY\ij_`g]\\j]fi
different stakeholder types
@e[`m`[lXcmfclekXipZfeki`Ylk`fej
of members and non-members
publicized (if allowed)
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Interal
Governence

Decision-Making
Functions and
the Balance of
Power

:c\Xicp[\Óe\[[\Z`j`fe$dXb`e^
processes are necessary to address
issues that will arise during an MSI’s
implementation, such as handling
instances of non-compliance,
reviewing compliance and reviewing
the MSI’s performance and development. These are large tasks that
should be shared evenly amongst
multiple decision-making bodies and
require administrative support.
Diversity of decision-makers on
governing boards or sub-committees will improve the quality of, and
increase support for, decisions.
GXik`Z`gXk`fef]E>FXe[Zfddle`kp
members in these decision-making
bodies ensures the representation
of the perspective of rights-holders
impacted by the MSI, provides local
knowledge and expertise, and
increases the likelihood of successful
implementation of decisions.
Transparent appointments or
elections and clear procedures for
decision-making may increase the
legitimacy and efficiency of boards.

DJ@_Xj^fm\ie`e^Yf[`\jkfdXb\
overall decisions and to review implementation of MSI standards and
policies
DJ@_XjjkXùkfX[d`e`jk\iXe[
implement MSI decisions
9f[`\jXccfnd\dY\ij_`g]ifd\mery stakeholder group and expressly
require membership of at least one
E>FXe[fe\i\gi\j\ekXk`m\]ifd
affected communities
>fm\ie`e^Yf[`\j_Xm\1
o Transparent appointment or
election processes
o Policy to record the decision making
process
o No veto power for any member
f:c\XigifZ\[li\j]fi[\Z`j`fe$dXb`e^
o Equally weighted votes
o Power to make binding decisions
D\\k`e^jXi\Zfe[lZk\[`ei\c\mXek
languages

Interal
Governence

Dispute
Resolution

A well-defined procedure for addressing disputes regarding governance will
ensure that the MSI is able to resolve
internal disputes. Without such a
mechanism, MSIs risk being caught in
a procedural deadlock that distracts
from the overall mission of the MSI.
This procedure must fair, efficient and
transparent.

DJ@_XjX[`jglk\i\jfclk`fe
system for internal governance
issues that is accessible to all
members
8ggf`ekd\ekgifZ\jj]fi[\Z`sion-maker is transparent, leads to
an equitable outcome and contains
XZfeÔ`Zkf]`ek\i\jkgfc`Zp
K_\eldY\if]ZfdgcX`ekjÓc\[
and resolved is published
F÷Z`Xc[\Z`j`fejXi\glYc`j_\[
J\kk`d\]iXd\j]fii\jfcm`e^
complaints

Development

Formation of
the MSI

MSIs will benefit from a better understanding of the issues that require
attention and how to address them
if all the relevant stakeholders to an
industry are included. In particular,
MSIs must take to care to include the
communities who are affected by an
`e[ljkipXe[cfZXcE>Fj%

DJ@glYc`j_\j`e]fidXk`fe[\kX`c`e^
the formation process of the MSI
@dgXZkXjj\jjd\ekZfe[lZk\[
during MSI formation
DJ@jg\Z`ÓZXccp`em`k\[E>Fj
and communities to participate in
MSI formation and offered to bear
their cost of participation
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Development

Review of the
MSI’s
performance

:fdglcjfipg\i`f[`Zi\m`\njXccfn
MSI to keep up with changing external
and internal conditions, and to understand the strengths and weaknesses
of the MSI to protect and promote
human rights. They provide a mechanism for encouraging evolution and
reform of the MSI. Input from a broad
range of stakeholders, especially
E>FjXe[Xù\Zk\[Zfddle`k`\j#n`cc
give greatest insight into the existing
human rights impacts of the MSI. To
be credible the process and outcomes of reviews should be transparent, and should lead to subsequent
reform in the MSI.

DJ@_XjgifZ\jj\j]fii\^lcXicp
reviewing standards, internal
governance, implementation and
effectiveness of MSI as a whole
DJ@Xjj\jj\jXù\Zk\[gfglcXk`fejÊ
awareness of the MSI
I\m`\ngifZ\jj\jg\id`kj`eglk
from wide range of stakeholders,
`eZcl[`e^E>FjXe[Zfddle`k`\j
I\m`\njgifm`[\i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej
DJ@_XjgifZ\jj\jkf\mXclXk\
implementation of recommendations
provided by reviews
DJ@glYc`Zcpi\gfikji\m`\n
results

Transparency

Transparency
Transparency through publicly
and Accessibility available information allows external
independent evaluation of the MSI,
which helps to create a feedback
loop and promote MSI accountability
and integrity in the attaining of its
stated goals. Transparency also enables those impacted by the MSI, as
well as MSI members, to make use of
MSI mechanisms to enforce compliance of MSI standards. Transparency
incentivizes TAs to comply with and
uphold MSI standards to avoid negative publicity.

DJ@jkXe[Xi[jXi\glYc`Zcp
available in the local language(s) of
the geographic area(s) where the
standards apply
DJ@Gifm`[\jZfekXZkgf`ekj`ek_\
geographic areas where standards
apply
B\p^fm\ieXeZ\[fZld\ekjXi\
publicly available in the local
language(s) of the geographic
area(s) where the standards apply.
This includes:

Transparency

Transparency
For transparency to promote acand Accessibility countability and thus facilitate
change, the information provided
must be accessible to local communities who are then able to provide
feedback and input based on the local
impact of MSI activities.

o List of members
o List of members of
decision-making bodies
o Audited financial accounts
o Documents setting out the
governance structure and
decision-making process
o Disciplinary procedures for
breach of internal governance rules
o Annual report of key activities
and developments
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Affected
:fddle`kp
Involvement

Topics

Rationale
Inclusion of the communities or
rights-holders affected by an MSI
(e.g. workers or landholders) is
critical because ultimately an MSI
aims to improve conditions for these
communities. Affected communities
should not be excluded from participating in making decisions that will
affect their rights, and their inclusion
will increase the legitimacy and
acceptance of MSIs as solution to
business and human rights issues.
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Summarized Minimum Standards
These indicators are captured
in the elements identified in the
above that relate to affected
community involvement, however
result in a separate score being
generated.

8ù\Zk\[Zfddle`k`\jXi\i\gi\sented in MSI membership and have
equal participation in MSI functions
and all decision-making bodies.
D\dY\ij_`g`eZcl[\jXù\Zk\[
communities from all geographical
regions to which the MSI’s
standards apply.
K_\DJ@jgfejfijgif^iXdjXe[
provides information for affected
communities, and in local languages
D\dY\ijf]cfZXcZfddle`k`\j
can file complaints with the MSI
K_\DJ@`em`k\[gXik`Z`gXk`fe
from affected communities in the
formation process, bearing the
costs of their participation
K_\DJ@Zfe[lZk\[Zfdgi\_\ej`m\
industry impact assessments
during each process of formation
;li`e^i\m`\nj#k_\DJ@Xjj\jj\j
the level of public awareness of the
MSI and solicits inputs from
affected communities

*In addition to evaluating whether an MSI is meeting the minimum standards necessary to protect and promote human rights, the MSI
Evaluation also evaluates whether an initiative is following good practices or adopting innovative approaches to human rights. Those
indicators are not addressed in the table above, as they are not scored or part of the scorecard. Instead they are discussed in the long-form
report of each evaluated MSI.
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